32.35
Higher productivity. Lower investment.
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Need to iron large bed sheets without folding at a reasonable budget?

line

32.35 is the answer

Ironing made smart
with GMP

Excellent results
in one time
G32.35 features a 3.20 m wide ironing surface and allows to process in
one single time large bed sheets without folding them.
The ironing process is optimized with the guarantee of an outstanding
result.

Superior performance
Thanks to its efficient heating system G32.35 grants a high productivity.
Ironing time is significantly reduced bringing further saving on utilities
and labour.

Affordable investment
G32.35 is the ideal solution for the activities looking for a balance
between productivity and budget.
Combining a wide ironing surface with a compact structure, G32.35
grants an increased performance within an affordable budget.

GMP. WE KNOW HOW
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A guaranteed
quality choice
CHROMED CYLINDER
Hygiene and long-term saving
with the wax-free anti-corrosion chrome coating
Linen destined to come in contact with food or human skin should not be contaminated by oxidation products that
inevitably form on the surface of a polished cylinder. Opting for a chromed cylinder is almost a must in a modern
world. And advantages are numerous:

MAXIMUM HYGIENE
Laboratory tests have demonstrated that chromed surfaces
are ideal to grant the maximum hygiene, and new researches
proved they grant an even better resistance to bacterial
growth than stainless steel.

LESS MAINTENANCE
Chromed cylinder reduces ordinary maintenance costs: it is
no more necessary to apply wax daily or weekly.
Preventive maintenance costs are completely cut: no waxing
is required during seasonal shutdowns of the laundry, no
periodical exhaust motors and piping cleaning from wax
residuals needed.

BETTER IRONING QUALITY AND LONGER LASTING
Ironing quality improves thanks to the smoother cylinder
surface guaranteed by the chrome coating.
Output remains constant over the years, thanks to belts
maintaining their transpiration capacity: wax makes them
impermeable, indeed.
Moreover, lifespan of the belts and of the pressure roller
covering considerably extends thanks to being submitted
to less frictions.

Hard chrome coating is guaranteed 3 years against corrosion
and is available for all G.line models.
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G32.35
Cylinder Dimensions
Supply Tension *
Electric
Gas/Steam

3200 x Ø325 mm

V.400/3N/50Hz
V.230/1/50Hz

HEATING SOURCE
Electric

Heating Power

39,6 kW

Gas

Thermal Power

47,25 kW

Steam

Gas
Consumption
Nat. Gas

5 m³/h

Gas
Consumption
LPG

3,7 kg/h

Average
Consumption

40 kg/h

MOTOR(S)
Electric/Steam

1 kW

Gas

1,2 kW

TOTAL ABSORPTION
Electric
Gas/Steam

V.400/3: 59 A
V.230/1: 5 A

Ironing Speed, Variable

1,6 5 m/min

Steam Extraction
Fumes Extraction
Hourly Production
(Recommended Moisture 50%)

405 m³/h
140 m³/h
80 kg

Ironer Dimensions (wxdxh)

3740x585x1140 mm

Packing Dimensions (wxdxh)

3850x730x1560 mm

Weight, Gross/Net

780/715 kg
* DIFFERENT VOLTAGES THAN INDICATED AVAILABLE ON OPTION, PLEASE CONTACT OUR SALES OFFICES
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CHARACTERISTICS AND DATA ARE NOT BINDING AND CAN BE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.

Technical data &
installation information

